**Water Safety Spelling Worksheets**

Grades 3 to 4

Instructions: Read the paragraphs on the left (or have an adult help if needed), and then practice writing the words in the spaces on the right.

---

**Bobbing**
If someone is *bobbing* up and down in the water and looks like they need a breath, that could be a sign they are drowning! If you see this, holler for an adult to help.

1. **Bobbing**
2. _________
3. _________
4. _________

**Energy**
Don't use up all your *energy* swimming out too far. Remember, you need to have enough energy to swim back! If you start to get a little tired before you're halfway there, turn back immediately!

1. **Energy**
2. _________
3. _________
4. _________

**Platform**
Before you jump off a diving board or *platform*, always check the water underneath to make sure there is nobody there. That would sure hurt to land on top of them!

1. **Platform**
2. _________
3. _________
4. _________

**Watchful**
Always keep an eye out for little kids around the water. They can drown in almost anything; even a bucket or a puddle, so help mom and dad keep a *watchful* eye!

1. **Watchful**
2. _________
3. _________
4. _________

**Shallow**
Never jump or dive into water without first checking how deep it is! It might be too *shallow* with a hard bottom, or it might be much deeper than you think. Many kids drown because they forget to check before they leap!

1. **Shallow**
2. _________
3. _________
4. _________

---
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